
Round Module Handler

AMERICAN MADE   ::   ADVANCED DESIGN   ::   ABSOLUTE SERVICE

• 10,000 lb Lift Capacity
• Heavier Construction
• Side Shift Forks
• Tilting Mast
• Low Maintenance
• Fits CAT III, IVN, 
  and IV Hitches



RMH 1000 Base unit / RMH 1010 Mast Unit

Innovative, trouble free design for fork travel: Each fork is supported 
and its movement controlled by four rollers with hardened, greasable steel 
bushings and long-wearing Delrin guides. Reinforced heavy wall main and 
upper support arms eliminate the need for telescoping tubes and the asso-
ciated potential for contaminated exposed grease, and tube misalignment.

Extra heavy duty fork construction: Forks are fabricated with 8” x 8” 
heavy wall square tubing, steel plate and round tubing. The angled inside 
portion of the forks has multiple internal support braces for additional 
strength. Critical connections between forks and frame are reinforced with 
heavy duty steel plate gussets.

Angled bottom inside portion of fork: Ground and truck bed contact is 
reduced, allowing smoother pickup and release of module.

Side shift on RMH1000 base unit: Side shift allows simple, precise 
placement of module for staging or loading of trucks.

Tilt feature on RMH1010 mast unit: The tilt feature allows modules to be 
easily positioned and released from forks eliminating damage to truck or 
module. Tilt cylinders also have accumulators for shock absorption 
reducing stress on forks, frames, and tractor in rough field conditions.

Heavy duty, low maintenance mast design: Mast is constructed of 4” 
x 6” steel tubing and guided by four, sealed for life, external cam follower 
bearings. The bearings are easily accessible. No disassembly of the mast 
is required in the event the bearings need to be replaced. There are no 
chains to grease or tension and no exposed greased surfaces to attract 
dirt and trash.

Lifting capacity 10,000 lb. Shipping Weight - Base RMH1000 3,530 lbs

Height - Base Only 69” (91” to lights) Shipping Weight - Mast RMH1010 2,100 lbs

Height- with Mast 100” Shipping Weight - Combined units 5,630 lbs

Width (forks closed) - Base Only |  with Mast 64”   |   91” Lift Height - Base Only  |  with Mast 24”   |   66”

Width (forks open) - Base Only  |  with Mast 114”   |  14” Lift cylinders  |  Fork cylinders 3.5” x 48”   |   3.5” x 26”

Inside clearance (forks closed) 30” Tilt cylinders 3” x 10”

Inside clearance (forks open) 80” Hitch CAT III, IVN or IV

Length - Base Only  |  with Mast 129”   |  136” Lights 2 halogen work lights

Round Module Handler

Round Module Handler

The AMADAS Round Module handlers offer cotton producers their choice of positioning and loading round 
cotton modules. For the gentlest handling and most versatility, the RMH1000 base unit with the RMH1010 
mast cradles the module with heavy duty forks and lifts the module with the tilting mast. With a 62” lifting 
height, this unit can easily load modules on flat-bed trucks along with positioning them in the field for load-
ing on module trucks. Also available is the economical RMS1010 spear with the RMH1010 mast which can 
also position modules in the field and load on flat bed trucks, but with a four prong spear instead of forks. 


